WEATHER FORECAST
Centro Valanghe di Arabba
Alpine Meteorology Office

issued by Arabba Avalanche Centre
Saturday, Jun 25th 2022 at 13.00 h
Lavaredo Ultratrail

SYNOPTIC SITUATION: A cyclonic circulation on Spain and a dynamic High pressure
structure from North Africa to Scandinavia cause a south-westerly flow of warmer and warmer
air on the Venetian Alps; so, weather, after a quite cooler day on Saturday, is going to be
warmer on Sunday, and it will remain mostly settled.

Today: Mostly sunny weather, with clear or scattered/broken sky due to weak cumulus clouds
in the day, with low chance of precipitation, eventually only a shower or thunderstorm in the
afternoon/evening (10/30%). Moderatley warm diurnal climate, with High values of 22/24°C at
Cortina and 13/14°C at 2200 m.

Sea surface prognostic chart for 12 GMT
of Sunay 26th June 2022
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WEATHER FORECAST
SUNDAY 26: Mostly sunny weather, with clear or scattered sky, due to weak diurnal cumulus
clouds, locally moderate, with very low chance (10/20%) of a shower in the afternoon. Really
warm summer climate, with temperature significantly above the average.
Temperatures: Rising, except the Low in the vally, mostly stationary. At 1500 m: min 10°C
max 21°C; at 2200 m: min 8°C max 15°C.
Wind: In the valley light/moderate due to breezes; top mountains light/moderate ones from
west south-west, 5-15 km/h at 2000 m, 10-30 km/h at 3000 m.
Forecaster: G.M.

Sunday 26
Confidence: good

LOCAL WEATHER FORECAST FOR SUNDAY 26 - (Sky condition - % precipitations)
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